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Abstract The use of link element in high rise buildings has been applied widely and proven to be effective in 

the eccentric braced frame system. Latest research has also shown that the applicability of link element can be 

extended to other type of structural systems, such as: coupled wall system or structures with core wall. The 

research showed that the use of link element could lead to better deformation capacity of the system and the 

link elements could act as a “fuse” to limit the input of earthquake force. However, the improvement of the 

seismic behavior may not be effective for any type of structural system. This paper investigates analytically 

parameters affecting the effectiveness of the application of shear link elements within a structural system. 

Several parameters being studied are the relative stiffness between link element and structural stiffness, types 

of structural configuration, etc.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many high rise building in Indonesia utilizes shear 

wall as lateral load-resisting system, which sometimes is 

combined with moment resisting frame system. 

Structures with shear wall are usually stiffer than frame 

system. Hence, the shear wall structures are less possible 

to have excessive deformation and damage. In many 

high rise building, openings in shear wall is necessary to 

accommodate windows, doors, or both. It is also a 

common to use shear walls as elevator shaft. If the 

openings are placed regularly, the structure can be highly 

efficient and possess ductile response with good energy 

dissipation characteristics. These walls are generally 

referred to coupled-shear walls.  

In a coupled shear wall system, coupling beams are 

designed as deformation-controlled elements (DCEs) to 

dissipate energy, while all other elements are designed 

stronger than the coupling beams or as force-controlled 

elements (FCEs). Using this mechanism, the amount of 

energy dissipation depends on the yield moment capacity 

and plastic rotation capacity of the coupling beams. 

However, this system would cause damage to coupling 

beams and might be difficult to repair. Therefore, in 

some systems, a steel link beam is placed in the mid span 

of each coupling beam, so that damage would be 

concentrated on link beams and could be replaceable.  

The link beams which connect coupling beams 

could act as mechanical dampers and should be designed 

as the only element to perform plastic deformation. This 

will certainly control the building damages due to severe 

earthquake to be located mostly at the link beams. The 

behavior of this steel core frame is similar to an eccentric 

braced frame (EBF) system. However, the use of link 

beam to dissipate energy might not be applicable to 

every structural system. In order to activate the link 

element as a fuse, a certain amount of lateral deformation 

is needed. It is argued that the stiffer the system, the less 

effective would the energy dissipated by the link be and 

vice versa. Therefore, three structural systems are 

evaluated in this study to investigate the important 

parameters affecting the effectiveness of links. 

II. MODELING AND DESIGN 

2.1 Behavior of Links 

 In general, link beams have two major forces; shear 

and flexural moment as shown in Fig. 1. Lateral forces 

on the structure will cause link beams to undergo a 

constant shear forces along it length. This shear forces 

create moment forces at both end in the same direction. 

By having both shear and flexural moment, link beams 

have two failure option; shear mechanism or flexural 

mechanism. 

 
Figure 1. Free-body diagram of a link [1] 

 

 The relationship between moment (M) and shear (V) 

on link can be expressed in Figure 1 and shown in Eq. 

(1): 

 𝑉 = +𝑒 = 𝑝𝑒  (1) 

where Ma and Mb are Moment at right and left of beam, 

respectively, e is the length of link, and Mp is the plastic 

moment of link. By its failure mechanism, links can be 

classified into three types; a short or shear link 

(developing only shear yielding), a long or moment link 

(developing only flexural yielding), or an intermediate 

link (developing both shear and flexural yielding). The 
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effect of link length on the failure mode and deformation 

capacity is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

  
 

Figure 2. Classification of Links [1] 

 

 A short link (e < 1.6Mp/Vp) that has closely spaced 

stiffeners are proven to be effective in preventing shear 

buckling. Relatively uniform shear yielding in the web 

occurred along the entire link length, thus producing a 

large deformation capacity. On the other hand, flexural 

buckling occurred primarily in the form of flange local 

buckling on a long link (e > 2.6Mp/Vp). The deformation 

capacity is very limited as the link web did not yield 

along its length and contribute any plastic deformation. 

On an intermediate link (1.6Mp/Vp < e < 2.6Mp/Vp) both 

shear and flexure are dominating in this case, where the 

plastic deformation was contributed by flexure buckling 

in the flanges and web shear buckling in the end panels. 

 As shown in Figure 3, applying simple plastic 

theory, the kinematics of the plastic mechanism requires 

that 

𝛾𝑝 = 𝑒 𝜃𝑝 (2) 

 

where θp is the plastic story drift angle (or plastic story 

drift ratio), L is the span length, and γp is the plastic 

deformation demand of the link. The expression shows 

that γp increases rapidly as the link length is reduced. 

Because the elastic component of the total drift angle is 

generally small, the plastic story drift angle, θp, can be 

conservatively estimated as the total story drift divided 

by the story height, h: 𝜃𝑝 ≈ ∆𝑠𝐻 = 𝐶𝑑∆𝑠𝐻  (3) 

 

where ∆s is the story drift produced by the prescribed 

design earthquake force, and Cd is the deflection 

amplification factor. 

 The plastic link rotation angle is the inelastic angle 

between the link and the beam outside the link when the 

total story drift is equal to the design story drift, Cd ∆s. 

The plastic link rotation, γp should not exceed the 

inelastic deformation capacity of the link, i.e. : 

 Link length of 𝑒 .6 𝑝 𝑉𝑝⁄  : 0.08 rad 

 Link length of 𝑒 .6 𝑝 𝑉𝑝⁄  : 0.02 rad 

 Therefore, to develop the coupling beam with shear 

link as the seismic device, the shear link (𝑒.6 𝑝 𝑉𝑝⁄ ) should exhibit the plastic link rotation angle 

equal or more than 0.08 rad as shown in Figure 4. 

2.2 Numerical Modeling, Design, and Analysis 

This study investigates a 20-storey building with 
three different structural configurations. The typical 
building plan was indicated in Figure 5. In x-direction, 
concentrically braced frame system was adopted.  

 
Figure 3. Link Rotation Demand [1] 

 

 
Figure 4. Link Rotation Demand [1] 
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Figure 5. Building Plan 
 

Meanwhile, in y-direction, core frame system with 
coupling beam and link beam was adopted. The gravity 
loads assigned to each floor were: dead load due to self-
weight; super-imposed dead load of 50 kg/m2 for roof 
story and 150 kg/m2 for other stories; live load of 100 
kg/m2 for roof story and 250 kg/m2 for other stories. 
Meanwhile, earthquake load was analyzed using 
response spectrum analysis. It was assumed that this 
building was located in Jakarta with soil type of SE. 
According to SNI 1726:2012 [2], the response spectrum 
is shown in Figure 6. In defining the Response 
Modification Factor (R), a value of 6 is used.  

 
 

Figure 6. Design Response Spectrum [3] 

 

 The main parameters investigated in this study is 
the configuration of core frame, referred as Model 1, 
Model 2, and Model 3 and shown in Figure 7. The main 
difference among these three models is the presence of 
columns within the core frame from bottom to top. 
Model 1 which serves as a bench mark model, was 
modeled with complete columns within the core frame. 
In Model 2, the base columns in the core frame were 
eliminated. Meanwhile, in Model 3, all columns along 
the building height were eliminated.  The elimination of 

core columns were expected to represent different 
stiffness of system. More link rotation to maximize the 
link yielding mechanism was expected as more core 
columns were eliminated from the benchmark model. 
However, in the later analysis, it was found out that 
performance point could not be located for Model 3 if R 
equals 6 was adopted. Therefore, additional analysis, 
refered as Model 4 was conducted. Model 4 and Model 3 
share similar geometry. The only difference between 
Model 3 and Model 4 is the R factor. Model 4 adopted R 
value of 4. The R factor for each model is presented in 
Table 1. 

 

 
         (a) Model 1                (b) Model 2    c) Model 3 and Model 

4 

Figure 7. Building Model (y-direction) 

 

The analysis and design of these buildings were 

carried out using SAP 2000 [3] according to SNI 

1726:2012 [2] and SNI 1729:2015 [4]. The design 

procedure is shown in Figure 8, where four major steps 

were involved: (1) determination of building geometry, 

initial element size, and load criteria, (2) design of link 

element as a deformation-controlled element, (3) design 

of other elements as force-controlled elements using 

capacity design concept, and (4) checking of failure 

mechanism through pushover analysis.  

  In the first step, the building was modeled using 

SAP 2000 with initial size of elements. Next, Using the 

loading criteria described in the previous paragraph and 

loading combination defined in the Code [2,4], the SAP 

2000 software was operated to design link elements [1,4] 

as deformation-controlled elements. Later on, using the 

link capacity ratio (Vp/Vn), a scale factor is determined to 

amplify the earthquake force. The amplified earthquake 

force is then used to design all other force-controlled 

elements (coupling beam, beam, bracing, inner and outer 

columns). This step is also known as the capacity design 

approach. Finally, pushover analysis was carried out. 

There were at least two purposes of the pushover 

analysis, i.e.: (1) to ensure no yielding occurred outside 

link elements and (2) to obtain structural capacity. Using 

the aforementioned procedure, the final member size for 

all elements are tabulated in Tables 2 to 5 for Models 1 

to 4, respectively.  
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For each model, pushover analysis was carried 

out and performance point was obtained using capacity 

spectrum method. Results and findings of each model are 

presented and discussed in the followings. 

Before conducting push-over analysis, a non-linear 

hinge conforming to FEMA 356 [5] was assigned to each 

link. The formation of plastic hinges in each model are 

presented in Figure 9.  

Formation of plastic hinges in Model 1 shows that 

all plastic hinges in links were formed and those located 

at story 15 and beyond experienced the largest rotation 
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Figure 8. Design Flowchart 

 

 
                         Figure 10. Pushover curves in y-direction 

 

 

story 15

story 10

story 5

story 20

 
 

     (a) Model 1                  (b) Model 2              (c) Model 3                         (d) Model 4 

Figure 9. Formation of Hinges (y-direction) 

 

Table 1. Response Modification Factors (R) for each model 

Model R factor 

1 6 

2 6 

3 6 

4 4 

 

Table 2.  Element size for Model 1 

Story Shear Link 
Coupling 

Beam 

CBF Frame 

Beam Bracing 

Outer 

Column Inner Column 

1 IWF250.125 IWF600.200 IWF500.200 HB350 HB400.558 HB400.558 

2 - 3 IWF250.125 IWF600.200 IWF500.200 HB300 HB400.558 HB400.558 

4-5 IWF300.150 IWF600.200 IWF500.200 HB300 HB400.558 HB400.558 

6 IWF300.150 IWF600.300 IWF500.200 HB300 HB400.367 HB400.367 

7-10 IWF350.175 IWF600.300 IWF500.200 HB300 HB400.367 HB400.367 

11 IWF300.150 IWF600.200 IWF500.200 HB300 HB400.367 HB400.367 

12-14 IWF300.150 IWF600.200 IWF500.200 HB300 HB400.203 HB400.203 

15-20 IWF250.125 IWF600.200 IWF500.200 HB250 HB400.203 HB400.203 

 

Table 3. Element size for Model 2 

Story Shear Link 
Coupling 

Beam 

CBF Frame 

Beam Bracing Outer Column Inner Column 

1 IWF300.150 IWF600.300 IWF500.200 HC400.235 HB400.758 - 

2-3 IWF400.200 IWF800.300 IWF500.200 HB400 HB400.558 HB400.251 

4 IWF450.200 IWF900.300 IWF500.200 HB300 HB400.558 HB400.251 

5 IWF450.200 IWF900.300 IWF500.200 HB250 HB400.367 HB400.251 

6 IWF400.200 IWF800.300 IWF500.200 HB250 HB400.367 HB400.251 

7-8 IWF400.200 IWF800.300 IWF500.200 HB250 HB400.251 HB400.251 

9-10 IWF350.175 IWF700.300 IWF500.200 HB250 HB400.203 HB400.251 

11-17 IWF300.150 IWF600.300 IWF500.200 HB250 HB400.203 HB400.203 

18-20 IWF250.125 IWF600.300 IWF500.200 HB250 HB400.203 HB400.203 

 

Table 4.  Element size for Model 3 

Story Shear Link 
Coupling 

Beam 

CBF Frame 

Beam Bracing Outer Column Inner Column 

1 IWF250.125 IWF600.200 IWF600.300 HB250 HC400.758 - 

2 IWF250.125 IWF600.300 IWF600.300 HB250 HB400.683 - 

3-6 IWF350.175 IWF700.300 IWF700.300 HB300 HB400.558 - 

7-10 IWF350.175 IWF700.300 IWF700.300 HB300 HB400.367 - 

11-12 IWF300.150 IWF600.300 IWF600.300 HB300 HB400.367 - 

13-14 IWF300.150 IWF600.300 IWF600.300 HB300 HB400.203 - 

15-17 IWF250.125 IWF600.300 IWF600.300 HB250 HB400.203 - 

18-20 IWF250.125 IWF600.200 IWF600.200 HB250 HB400.203 - 
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demand (Figure 9a). Similar observation was made for 

Model 2, but locations of links where rotation demand is 

the largest shifted to story 11 to 13 (Figure 9b). In 

Figure 9c and 9d, it could be seen that links located at 

stories 16 and beyond did not yield for Model 3 and 

Model 4, respectively. 

Pushover analysis shows that the first yield of each 

model occurred earlier than the design value as indicated 

in Table 6.  Using R value equals 6, the first yield of 

Model 1 occurred at 2084.2 kN while the design base 

shear was 2384.3 kN. Similarly, first yield and design 

base shear for Model 2 were 1993.3 kN and 2356.3 kN, 

respectively; and first yield and design base shear for 

Model 3 were 1837.7 kN and 1498.1 kN, respectively. 

However, if R equals 4 is used for Model 4, the first 

yield occured at 2327.7 kN, while the design base shear 

was 3335.2 kN. Comparison of the pushover curves of 

each model is presented in Figure 10. It can be observed 

that Model 4, followed by Model 1 are stiffer than the 

other two models. It implies that yielding of structures in 

Model 4 and Model 1 would begin at a later stage and at 

a larger force than the other two models.  

Performance points for each model was determined 

using capacity spectrum method recommended in ATC 

40 [6]. Results of this analysis are presented in Figure 

11 and Table 6. From the performance point, the lateral 

deformation capacity of Model 2 is better compared than 

that of Model 1 (0.45 m compared to 0.40 m for Model 1 

and Model 2, respectively). However, using R equals 6, 

no performance point could be obtained for Model 3. If 

R equals 4 is used as in Model 4, it would result in lateral 

deformation capacity and maximum lateral strength as 

large as 0.49 m and 3969.6 kN, respectively. 

Related to the seismic coefficients presented in 

Table 7, the R value was defined as the force at 

performance point divided by the force at first yield. 

Meanwhile, the Cd value is defined as the displacement 

at performance point divided by the displacement at first 

yield. Table 5 shows that the Response Modification 

Factor (R) for Model 1 and Model 2 were quite similar, 

which are 3.22 and 3.29, respectively. Meanwhile, the 

displacement amplification factor (Cd) value of Model 2 

is slightly better than that of Model 1.  

 

Table 5. Element size for Model 4 

Story  Shear Link 
Coupling 

Beam 

CBF Frame 

Beam Bracing 

Outer 

Column Inner Column 

1 IWF250.125 IWF600.200 IWF600.300 HB250 HC400.758 - 

2 IWF350.175 IWF600.300 IWF700.300 HB300 HC400.758 - 

3 IWF450.200 IWF800.300 IWF800.300 HB350 HB400.683 - 

4-8 IWF450.200 IWF800.300 IWF800.300 HB350 HB400.558 - 

9-13 IWF400.200 IWF700.300 IWF800.300 HB350 HB400.367 - 

14 IWF400.200 IWF700.300 IWF700.300 HB350 HB400.203 - 

15-16 IWF350.175 IWF600.300 IWF700.300 HB300 HB400.203 - 

17-18 IWF300.150 IWF600.300 IWF600.300 HB300 HB400.203 - 

19 IWF250.125 IWF600.200 IWF600.200 HB300 HB400.203 - 

20 IWF250.125 IWF600.200 IWF600.200 HB250 HB400.203 - 

  

Table 6. Pushover analysis results  

Condition 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Disp. 

(m) 

Force 

(kN) 

Disp. 

(m) 

Force 

(kN) 

Disp. 

(m) 

Force 

(kN) 

Disp. 

(m) 

Force 

(kN) 

Design 0.19 2384.3 0.19 2356.3 0.21 1498.1 0.25 3335.2 

First Yield (Inelastic) 0.21 2084.2 0.23 1993.3 0.23 1837.7 0.21 2327.7 

Maximum (Inelastic) 0.95 5056.6 0.97 3552.8 0.53 2341.3 0.67 3990.3 

Performance Point 

(PP) 
0.40 3796.6 0.45 3124.1 - - 0.49 3969.6 

Maximum (Elastic) 0.69 6717.9 0.74 6552.9 0.32 2731.0 0.57 6280.6 

 

Table 7. Seismic Coefficients 

 Seismic 

Coefficients 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

R 3.22 3.29 1.49 2.70 

Cd 1.88 1.98 - 2.29 

Ω 1.82 1.47 - 1.71 

Δ-total 0.50 0.56 - 0.61 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Several models with different geometry configurations 

and different relative stiffness between link elements and 

structural system has been analyzed. Some conclusions 

which can be drawn as as follows: 

a. Link elements could work well in all models to 

dissipate energy, indicated by yielding of link 

elements while remaining structural elements 

are still in elastic range. 

b. Model 1 which represents a relatively stiff 

structural system has a slightly lower lateral 

deformation capacity compared to Model 2 and 

Model 3. 

c. Model 2 could be considered as the most 

efficient system (among three investigated 

configurations) as all links at different building 

heights yielded and possessed better 

deformation capacity (compared to Model 1, 

which was designed using similar R value). 

d. When R value is reduced from 6 to 4, structures 

with configuration as in Model 4 could achieve 

high deformation capacity. 
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